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Abstract

Theories of democratic accountability require voters to select high-quality politicians or sanction incum-

bents who misbehave. To what extent do local electoral politics meet this standard? I explore the electoral

context of the county sheriff, typically tasked with corrections and policing. Using an original dataset of more

than 5,500 sheriff elections, I produce the first estimates of electoral competitiveness and the incumbency

advantage for sheriffs, and further explore how the incumbency advantage varies across institutional fea-

tures of the office – partisan elections, election timing, and agency size. The sheriff incumbency advantage

estimated with a regression discontinuity design is about a 45 percentage point boost in the probability of

running and winning the next election – far exceeding the incumbency advantages of other local offices. One

consequence is a “delayed partisan re-alignment" with substantial mismatch between national and county-

level voting. Moreover, sheriffs hold office for more than twice as long as police chiefs. Taken together, these

findings paint a puzzling picture of politician sheriffs who are more stably situated in their offices than their

appointed counterparts.



I’m answerable to the people. I have a face and a

name. Try asking the federal government for a

face and a name.

Sheriff Brad Rogers, Elhart County, Indiana

1 Introduction

Political scientists have long noted that citizens typically encounter the state through engaging with its street-

level agents (Lipsky, 1980). In the United States, the most visible agents of governance – especially in low-

income, Black, and Latino communities – are the police (Soss and Weaver, 2017; Weaver, Prowse and Piston,

2019). This fact has animated a large body of literature examining the nature and consequences of daily inter-

actions with police through traffic stops (Baumgartner, Epp and Shoub, 2018), street-frisks (Mummolo, 2018b;

Laniyonu, 2019), misdemeanour arrests (White, 2019), and police use of force (Mummolo, 2018a; Williamson,

Trump and Einstein, 2018; Cohen et al., 2019). Scholars are also increasingly scrutinizing the dynamics of

local elections: who runs and wins (Trounstine, 2011; Keele et al., 2017; Holman, 2017; Hopkins and Pet-

tingill, 2018), the dynamics of local elections (Oliver and Ha, 2007; Arnold and Carnes, 2012; Oliver, Ha and

Callen, 2012; Hajnal and Trounstine, 2014; Kuriwaki, 2019; Holman and Lay, 2020), the impacts of elections

on policymaking (Gerber and Hopkins, 2011; de Benedictis-Kessner and Warshaw, 2016; Sances and You,

2017; Warshaw, 2019; Thompson, 2020; de Benedictis-Kessner and Warshaw, 2020), and how institutional

dynamics of local offices might promote or hinder accountability and representation (Berry and Howell, 2007;

Trounstine and Valdini, 2008; Anzia, 2013; Tausanovitch and Warshaw, 2014; Payson, 2017; de Benedictis-

Kessner, 2018; Abott and Magazinnik, 2020). Though Wilson (1968, 233) noted more than fifty years ago that

the “political culture" of communities influences police behavior, virtually no work examines the natural in-

tersection of these two threads of research – the electoral context of the local police. This paper bridges these

two literatures by studying the electoral context of a pervasive local law enforcement institution in the US:

the county sheriff. Furthermore, while almost all scholarship on policing in the United States (for important

reasons) concerns the policing of big cities, a bias shared by much scholarship on local politics (Oliver and Ha,

2007; de Benedictis-Kessner and Warshaw, 2020), sheriffs play important roles in many urban communities,

but are central to the policing of rural and suburban ones.

US law enforcement leaders are generally appointed by politicians (typically called police chiefs) or directly

elected by voters (Sheriffs). Greg Champagne, former president of the National Sheriffs Association and

Sheriff of St. Charles Parish explains, "So as opposed to a sheriff being appointed by a mayor or city council

and being beholden to that city council, we are beholden to the people. We see our bosses as the citizens that
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elect us" (Neuhauser, 2016). In theory, Sheriffs should be uniquely accountable by virtue of their direct link

to the voting public. Many sheriffs (members of the so-called Constitutional Sheriffs Movement) take their

direct election and constitutional mandate as signifying supreme authority over the county, even above state

or federal law (Pishko, 2019a).

Yet in practice, Sheriff misconduct is widespread (Yant, 1992; Greenblatt, 2018; Magary, 2018; Pishko,

2019b). A California newspaper writes "The county sheriff is the problem child among California elected

officials. No office is less accountable, or more reliable in producing scandal" (Mathews, 2019). In Oklahoma,

numerous scandals have forced counties raise taxes to pay off legal settlements arising from Sheriff misconduct

(Juozapavicius, 2016). In South Carolina, nearly one in four Sheriffs have been accused of breaking laws,

ranging from driving drunk to corruption (Bartelme and Cranney, 2019). An exploration of campaign financing

in Sheriff races unwittingly discovered "how often sheriffs were found guilty of crimes... for offenses ranging

from corruption and tax evasion to indecent exposure and murder" (Clark, 2017).1 If sheriffs are directly

accountable to the people, why are they so-often badly behaved? Answering this question requires a systematic

examination of electoral supervision for Sheriffs – of what kinds of bosses are citizens. But because there is

no centralized source of local election data no such analysis has yet been done. I overcome these limitations

using a novel dataset of more than 5,500 sheriff elections from across the US to provide the first systematic

account of the electoral context for county Sheriffs.

Comparing the subsequent electoral performance of candidates who barely won with those who barely lost

the previous election, I show that incumbent Sheriffs are about 45 percentage points more likely to run and win

the next election. I show how the incumbency advantage provides some insulation against national partisan

swings and contributes to a “delayed realignment," with Democratic sheriffs continuing to hold Office in parts

of the South where Republicans dominate national elections, and vice versa for Republican sheriffs in New

England. Finally, I benchmark these findings against other elected offices and with appointed police chiefs.

The sheriff incumbency advantage far exceeds that of other local offices. Because of the large incumbency

advantage and propensity to run for re-election, sheriffs stay in office for more than twice as long as police

chiefs – about 11 years, compared to 4 years for chiefs. Taken together, these findings paint a puzzling picture

of politician sheriffs who are far more stably situated in their offices than their appointed counterparts.

1Such reports are not new; Yant (1992) describes dozens of such scandals. In Georgia alone, 21 Sheriffs were arrested between 1981
and 1984, mostly for profiting from drug trafficking (Schmidt, 1984). 9 more were arrested by 1997 (Sack, 1997) and several counties have
since experienced election irregularities like fraud (Manley, 2010) or violence (Sack, 2001).
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2 Setting

County sheriffs are elected in forty-six states2 and employ about 350,000 people (sworn or civilian), represent-

ing about 30% of all personnel employed by policing agencies (Reaves and Hickman, 2008). But because a few

large urban police departments comprise a vastly disproportionate share of police officers, Sheriffs Offices com-

prise the largest law enforcement agency in two-thirds of counties in the United States (Reaves and Hickman,

2008). While responsibilities vary considerably between and within states, sheriffs typically perform bailiff

duties, transport inmates, operate jails, and enforce laws. Jail operation is a very common and important role

for sheriffs, who operate 85% of jails in the United States, giving them control over lucrative contracts and

employment (National Sheriffs Association, N.d.b). The combination of direct election, variegated responsibil-

ities, and direct control over important government functions make the Sheriff ’s Office a “distinctive policing

modality” (Falcone and Wells, 1995) and the Sheriff “a figure of almost mythical proportion" (Schmidt, 1984).

Indeed, at least in some parts of the country, residents are 40 percentage points more likely to recall the name

of their Sheriff than their state legislators or leaders of the state Congress (Hood, 2018).

The Sheriff has a rich history, having evolved from a now-defunct English Office of the “shire reeve" that

took root in colonial America. Thomas Jefferson called the Sheriff "the most important of all the executive

officers of the county", necessitating that it be an elective office (Jefferson, 1816, 11,13). Previously appointed

by state governors, the Sheriff became elected during the Jacksonian period, where reformers pushed for de-

mocratizing reforms in constitutional conventions. State constitutions continue to empower sheriffs with their

authority and autonomy so long as they win elections (Falcone and Wells, 1995; Tomberlin, 2018). Sheriffs

also have powerful lobbying associations to defend the powers of their Office and push policies in the spheres

of criminal justice, gun control, and corrections (Singer and Hoeffel, 2016).

In many parts of the US, sheriffs remain among the most powerful politicians: “the most significant and

powerful” of Florida’s constitutional offices (Sherwood, 2008, 57); in South Carolina, “the closest thing to a

Roman emperor tolerated by state law" (Crangle, 2015); “[I]n Louisiana, Sheriffs have extraordinary clout"

(Houppert, 2013). The National Sheriffs Association, in arguing for preserving the elective nature of the Of-

fice, writes that “In many counties the sheriff is the single most powerful individual and institution" (National

Sheriffs Association, N.d.a). Sheriffs have wide latitude over hiring and firing decisions, especially of deputies

(Fanto, 2010; McCarty and Dewald, 2017), and the personal views of sheriffs shape policymaking in impor-

tant areas such as immigration (Farris and Holman, 2017) and domestic violence (Farris and Holman, 2015).

Despite the power and pervasiveness of Sheriff ’s Offices, there has been surprisingly little scholarly attention

devoted to sheriffs as both elected politicians and as administrators of law enforcement bureaucracies (Jones,

2The exceptions are Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, and Rhode Island.
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2008; Farris and Holman, 2015).3

With great power comes great opportunity for scandal. And sheriffs frequently make their way into the

headlines for eccentric behavior. In Arizona, longtime Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio forced inmates,

amid a heat wave, to sleep outside in a “Tent City" he jokingly called a concentration camp (Weill, 2017).

He later had his criminal contempt of court conviction for defying court orders to stop racial profiling against

Latinos pardoned by President Trump (Chappell, 2017). Milwaukee County’s David Clarke attracted notoriety

for his frequent appearances on Fox News comparing Black Lives Matter to ISIS and telling residents to arm

themselves rather than call 911 – all while registered and elected repeatedly as a Democrat (Maas, 2017).

Meanwhile, the jail his Office managed experienced multiple deaths due to staff negligence; one death occurred

because staff neglected to provide an inmate water for seven consecutive days (Zoukis, 2017). The Sheriff of

Trinity County, California walked off the job and moved to Oregon – while continuing to collect a salary – in

protest of the county’s approach to regulating marijuana growing. The head of the County Board of Supervisors

lamented that they couldn’t do anything about it: “We looked at state law. He doesn’t sit under us, so we really

don’t have any authority" (Sabalow and Reese, 2018).

Such scandals have ignited political debates over replacing the Sheriff with an appointed position in many

jurisdictions. These debates are quite old (Gilbertson, 1916; Moley, 1929; Smith, 1940) but continue to oc-

cur with some frequency both among academics (Singer and Hoeffel, 2016; Tomberlin, 2018) and in politics

(Smith, 2018; McCoy, 2018). Voters abolished the elected Sheriff Office in Connecticut in 2000 after a series

of scandals (Hoffman, 2000). In 2018, Florida voters approved a constitutional amendment pushed by the

Florida Sheriff Association to require Miami-Dade county to elect a Sheriff (which became an appointed po-

sition in the 1980s). Pierce County and King County in Washington state and Multnomah County in Oregon

have also switched between electing and appointing the office. Local media often feature arguments favoring

switching to appointing the Sheriff where the position is presently elected (Smith, 2018; Mathews, 2019) or to

electing sheriffs where the position is appointed (McCoy, 2018). A systematic examination of sheriff elections

can help inform these debates, but none has yet been undertaken, probably because no centralized repository

of county-office electoral data exists.

3Very recent exceptions include Magazinnik (2018), Thompson (2020), and Zoorob (2020) – looking at the influence of sheriffs on
immigration enforcement – and Nemerever (2019), which shows that sheriffs can influence levels of violence against agents of the federal
government.
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3 Data and Methods

Data

To fill this gap, I compiled extensive data on Sheriff elections from a variety of sources. Data from Geor-

gia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Massachusetts, Maine, Nevada, New Mexico, New Hampshire, North

Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Vermont, Virginia, and Washington were, for some years, obtained through

online repositories from the Secretary of State’s Office, supplemented by reviewing scanned books of results

(for Massachusetts), elected official rosters (Oklahoma), State Archives (Georgia), and private correspondence

with the Secretary of State (Maine, Vermont) or county clerks (Nevada). Data from Arizona, Florida, Kansas,

Oregon, Utah, Tennessee, Texas, Wyoming, and Wisconsin was collected from county websites. Data for New

Jersey was primarily collected from the mycampaigns website and supplemented by state electoral results. In

Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Florida, uncontested elections do not appear on the ballot, so data on these had

to be collected separately from candidate filings or rosters. The final dataset comprises 5,604 sheriff elec-

tions from 1303 counties (Table A1). In sample (and nationally), most counties hold partisan elections, while

elections in California, Minnesota, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon and Somserset County (Maine) are nonpar-

tisan. Only New Mexico and Telfair County, Georgia have term limits (two consecutive terms). Electoral data

are displayed geographically in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Number of General Elections by County
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4 Electoral Context: Contestation and Competitiveness

I first use these data to provide a broad characterization of the electoral context for sheriffs. I look at three

main facets of sheriff elections: contestation, incumbency, and margin of victory.

A first-order question about Sheriff elections is their degree of competitiveness. Competitiveness minimally

requires the presence of multiple candidates – that elections are contested. In my sample, about 45% of

elections are uncontested, meaning only one candidate ran. Elections held on the Presidential cycle are most

likely to be uncontested (60%), compared to 45% in midterm years and 31% in odd-numbered years. Rates

of uncontestation are similar in partisan (45%) and nonpartisan (49%) elections. Incumbency also conditions

levels of contestation. About 31% of open-seat races are uncontested, compared to around half of incumbent

races (Figure 2; top left). Sheriffs Offices which employ more sworn officers are more likely to have contested

elections, with just 35% of elections for the biggest agencies being uncontested compared to about 55% of

smallest agencies (Figure 2; top right).

Incumbents are pervasive in Sheriff elections, with 73% of races featuring an incumbent running for re-

election. Conditional on running, about 90% of incumbents win re-election. Incumbents also tend to win more

decisively (by bigger margins) than non-incumbents (Figure 2; bottom right.)
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Figure 2: Uncontested Elections by Incumbency

5 Incumbency Advantage

I quantify the incumbency advantage using a regression discontinuity – the methodological gold-standard in

this literature (Lee, 2008; Trounstine, 2011; de Benedictis-Kessner, 2018). Using this approach, the subse-

quent electoral performance of incumbents who barely won their election is compared with the subsequent

electoral performance of bare losers. Within this narrow threshold of bare winners and losers, a candidate’s

incumbency is as-if randomly assigned, enabling causal inference of the incumbency’s electoral benefits. To

address the potential bias of strategic retirement, the probability of running and winning office – rather than

observed vote shares – is used to measure electoral performance.4 Formally, I estimate the following local-

linear regression equation:

P(Victory, t+1)i =α+β1(X i − c)+τD i +β2(X i − c)D i +εi

where i denotes candidates, X i represents candidate i’s vote share in election t, c is the narrow bandwidth

denoting close elections, α is an intercept, β1 is the linear relationship between voteshare in the previous

election and subsequent electoral performance for bare losers, β2 is the linear relationship between lagged

4Incumbents who know that they will lose often choose not to run for re-election. Hence, an analysis of observed voteshare would be
upwardly biased by data censoring of weak incumbents.
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Figure 3: Visualizing the Incumbency Advantage for Sheriffs

vote share and subsequent electoral performance for bare winners, D i is an indicator variable equal to 1 if

candidate i is an incumbent (when X i > 50), and εi represents an error term clustered by candidate.5 τ

represents the effect of incumbency – the instantaneous change in the probability of running and winning the

subsequent election. An incumbency advantage predicts that τ would be large and positive, meaning that a

candidate who barely won election t has a much higher probability of winning the subsequent election t+1

than a candidate who barely lost election t.

Figure 3 visualizes these quantities using the full electoral sample. Each point represents a candidate

whose share in election t forms the x-axis and whose subsequent electoral performance – 1 if she ran in and

won the subsequent election and 0 otherwise – determines the location on the y-axis. The abrupt jump –

labeled τ – represents the incumbency advantage. Formally implementing the regression discontinuity yields

an estimated incumbency advantage of a 43 percentage point increase in the probability winning the next

election at the IK bandwidth. The standard error for the estimate, clustered by candidate, is 2.8, indicating a

precise estimate for the incumbency advantage (p < 0.001).

Institutional features of the Sheriff ’s Office may condition the size of the incumbency advantage. I analyze

three factors indicated in previous scholarship as potential moderators of the incumbency advantage: 1) the

presence of party labels on the ballot; 2) the concurrent timing of Sheriff and Presidential elections (i.e.,“on-

cycle" and “off-cycle" elections); and 3) the size and importance of Sheriff Offices (defined more precisely later).

5The IK-bandwidth is used to determine the value of c and a triangular kernel weights observations proportional to the closeness of
the first election. Model estimation is implemented via the rdd package in R.
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Figure 4: Institutional Moderators of the Incumbency Advantage
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To do this, I estimate the incumbency advantage on subsets of elections differentiated by the partisanship,

timing, or size of the Office and compare these estimates with one another (Figure 4).6

The first institutional feature I explore is whether the Office is partisan or non-partisan (Figure 4; top

left). A very old literature suggests that when partisan labels are absent from the ballot, voters have less

information at their disposal, making incumbency a more powerful signal (Gilbert and Clague, 1962; Schaffner,

Streb and Wright, 2001; Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008). Indeed, incumbents receive a boost of about

63 percentage points in nonpartisan contests and 37 percentage points in partisan contests, a substantial and

statistically reliable difference (p < 0.001).7 A second feature identified by scholars is election timing, with the

incumbency advantage thought to be larger when elections are "on-cycle" with the President’s election because

on-cycle electorates know less about downballot races and rely more on incumbency (de Benedictis-Kessner,

2018). However, the incumbency advantage for sheriffs does not seem to differ substantially by the timing of

elections (Figure 4; top right). In contrast to de Benedictis-Kessner (2018)’s results on mayors, I find that the

incumbency advantage for off-cycle races is slightly larger than for on-cycle races (43.6 versus 39.4 percentage

points) but this difference is statistically indistinguishable from zero (p ≈ 0.51). A third institutional feature

that may moderate the incumbency advantage is the size or importance of the Office, as more important

offices have more resources with which to cultivate a personal brand and provide electoral insulation from

outside factors (Cox and Morgenstern, 1993; Cox and Katz, 1996; Berry, Berkman and Schneiderman, 2000;

Ansolabehere and Snyder Jr, 2002). At the same time, however, larger offices might have more individuals

with law enforcement experience who could increase the supply of strong candidates who might challenge

the Sheriff, muddying the usual theoretical expectations (Hall, 2019). To gain some analytical leverage on

this tradeoff, I operationalize the power of the office in national absolute and relative local terms. First, I

operationalize sheriffs as powerful in national terms if the Office employs more than the median agency’s

number of sworn officers. Next, I categorize Sheriff Offices as relatively powerful if those Offices employ more

sworn officers than any other law enforcement agency in the county.8 The results are shown in the bottom row

of Figure 4. I do not find evidence that sheriffs from agencies with more employees enjoy a greater electoral

advantage than those from smaller agencies (40.3 vs 39.0; p ≈ 0.83). For “relatively powerful" sheriffs –

those who are the primary law enforcement agency in the county – the estimated incumbency advantage is

somewhat larger (46.9 versus 41.9 points), but the estimates are noisy and inconclusive (p ≈ 0.33).

6As the assignment of these potential moderators is likely associated with many other things, these analyses should be considered
exploratory.

7To calculate p-values for the differences between coefficients, I use the formula provided by Clogg, Petkova and Haritou (1995)
8Ties are broken first by total employment (sworn officer and civilian) and any remaining ties are broken by the agency budget.
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6 Partisan landscape

In recent decades, American politics has become increasingly nationalized: party brands hold similar mean-

ings across space, political conflict resembles similar issues, and evaluations of the President shape voting

down the ballot (Hopkins, 2018). With increasing nationalization, the “personal vote" – that is, vote share

above what one would expect given a district’s ideological leaning – in US House elections has eroded (Jacob-

son, 2015) and voting in state offices has increasingly tracked voting for the President (Sievert and McKee,

2019). Less is known about the extent to which these nationalizing patterns have trickled down to local

races (Trounstine, 2018).9 I use Sheriff electoral data to provide insight into two basic questions: First, to

what extent does national partisanship predict county Sheriff partisanship? Second, to what extent are local

incumbents insulated from national partisan swings?

Figure 5 provides an overview of the partisan landscape for sheriffs. The top left figure is a scatterplot

of Republican Presidential vote share on the horizontal axis against Democratic Sheriff voteshare on the ver-

tical axis. Those points falling in the top right (Republican President, Democratic Sheriff) and the bottom

left (Democratic President, Republican Sheriff) quadrants represent electoral incongruence between national

partisanship and Sheriff partisanship. The top right plot summarizes this by showing the proportion of sher-

iffs who are Democrats and Republicans across county Presidential voting patterns.10 The bottom right plot

shows, for each of 12 states with partisan Sheriff elections, the proportion of counties which elected Democratic

sheriffs in the most recent election alongside the proportion of counties which supported the Democratic Pres-

idential candidate in 2016. For many states, the partisan composition of sheriffs resembles national voting

patterns from previous decades: in Louisiana and Mississippi, a majority of counties elected Democratic sher-

iffs even while very few voted Democratic at the Presidential level in 2016; in Vermont and Massachusetts,

the number of Republican sheriffs greatly exceeds 2016 Trump counties.

To formalize these analyses, I estimate two statistical models. First, I estimate the relationship between

Presidential and the probability that a given Sheriff candidate wins – allowing this relationship to vary by

incumbency – in a regression model with county and year fixed-effects. The results of this model, shown in

the bottom left plot of Figure 5, indicate that while a 10 percentage point swing to the President of the oppo-

site party reduces the probability of a Sheriff candidate winning by about 8 percentage points if he is not an

incumbent, this relationship is much weaker – at around 1 percentage point – if he is the incumbent. Second,

I calculate the Gelman-King estimator of the “personal vote" for incumbents (Gelman and King, 1990). To do

this, Democratic Sheriff vote share is regressed on a lagged indicator of equal to 1 if a Democrat previously

9Sheriff elections are thought to be personalistic, local affairs (Crotty, 1971). Lublin (2007, 72) observed that “virtually all candi-
dates for Sheriff wisely promise to combat crime aggressively in their area" and Thompson (2020) finds little evidence that partisanship
structures immigration enforcement (but see Zoorob (2020))

10Nearest or nearest-prior Presidential elections are used to determine the Presidential voting pattern.
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Figure 5: This panel illustrates some key features of the partisan landscape of county sheriffs. The top left
plot arranges partisan county elections according to their Democratic voteshares for sheriff (y-axis) and Pres-
ident (x-axis). The top right plot shows the proportion of sheriff races accruing to Democratic or Republican
candidates conditional on the county’s Presidential winner, indicating that Democrats win about 80% of sher-
iffs races in county’s which preferred Democratic Presidential candidates and about 50% of Sheriff races in
counties preferring Republican Presidential candidates. The bottom left plot Presidential shows the marginal
effects of a 10 percentage point swing away from a Sheriff candidate’s party, which is attenuated considerably
if the Sheriff candidate is the incumbent. The bottom right panel juxtaposes the share of counties with Demo-
cratic sheriffs with the share of counties which voted Democratic in the 2016 Presidential election (dark blue)
in 12 states.
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held the seat, a lagged measure of Democratic vote share, and an incumbency variable equal to 1 if a Demo-

cratic incumbent is running, -1 if a Republican incumbent is running, and 0 if no incumbent is running. The

coefficient in the incumbency variable represents the average vote share boost accruing to incumbents. The

resulting “personal vote" estimate is about 18.8% – far higher than the personal vote for members of Congress,

which peaked at around 12% in the mid-1980s (Jacobson, 2015).

A strong incumbency advantage underlies this “delayed re-alignment." Incumbent sheriffs remain insu-

lated to some extent from national partisan swings and retain a large “personal vote." At the same time,

however, Presidential voteshare has become increasingly informative of county Sheriff partisanship. Among

the 300 counties for which I have data spanning multiple decades, the share of counties whose Sheriff parti-

sanship did not match their presidential partisanship declined from 53% in the 2000s to 35% in the 2010s.

And the association between county Presidential and Sheriff voteshare climbed from about 0.8 to 1.2 between

these decades, suggesting an increasing level of congruence over time (p < 0.01). Ultimately, Sheriff races

are nationalizing but on a delayed timeline compared to Congressional elections. While incumbents enjoy

some buffer from partisan swings, when they retire, they are often replaced by new candidates who share the

county’s Presidential partisanship.

7 The Incumbency Advantage for Sheriffs and other offices

Scholars have documented an incumbency advantage for various other offices using similar techniques. Figure

6 plots estimates for these offices alongside my main estimate for sheriffs. Interestingly, the estimate for

sheriffs – 43 percentage points – exceeds all other state and local offices, comparing with 37 points for all

Mayors (de Benedictis-Kessner, 2018), 33 points for partisan Mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko, 2009), 32 points

for city councilors (Trounstine, 2011), and 30 points for state representatives (Uppal, 2010), and is just less

than the 45 point estimate for federal representatives during the 1948-1998 period (Lee, 2008). A natural

question for future research is why offices vary so dramatically in the degree of incumbency advantage. For

now, I will offer some potential explanations for why the incumbency advantage for sheriffs is especially big.

Compared to many other local officials, sheriffs enjoy considerable name recognition (Hood, 2018). But

the chief advantage in the sheriff ’s pocket is his personal control over a large portion of county employment

(Hoffman, 2000; Fanto, 2010).11 Sheriffs enjoy extensive authority in hiring and firing of deputies (Burke,

2000; Berry, 2001). State Supreme Court cases in both North Carolina and Virginia have found that Sheriffs

exercise nearly "unfettered discretion" in employment decisions, including firing deputies who do not give

11Of the more than 3,000 sheriffs in the US, about 40 are women (Neuhauser, 2016). I deliberately use masculine pronouns to reflect
this gross discrepancy in representation.
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Figure 6: The incumbency advantage measured by the increased probability of running and winning the sub-
sequent election for marginally-victorious candidates is about 43 percentage points for sheriffs, 45 points for
federal representatives (Lee, 2008), 37 points for Mayors (de Benedictis-Kessner, 2018), 33 points for parti-
san Mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko, 2009) 32 points for city councilors, (Trounstine, 2011), and 30 points for
members of state legislatures (Uppal, 2010).

money to their re-election campaigns (Austin, 2015). Sheriffs can pressure deputies to give time and money to

the Sheriff ’s re-election campaign through promotion and the sticks of demotion, suspension, and firing (Yant,

1992; Baker, 2001; Agar, 2008; Ley and Matray, 2011; Mahr and Gutowski, 2011). The Sheriff can thus count

on a cadre of appointees to support his re-election. Given these incentives, deputies can be highly creative

in their support. Rossignol v. Voorhaar (2003) describes an instance of a Sheriff ’s deputies collecting and

incinerating all issues of a newspaper critical of their employer on election day.

The advantages of this control over employment is compounded by the limited supply of candidates who

can run for Sheriff by virtue of county residency requirements and domain-specific functions. As I have shown,

a large portion of county Sheriff elections are uncontested – and that number rises to around half of incumbent

races. Anecdotally, party leaders are often unable recruit candidates with law enforcement experience to run

for Sheriff (Manning, 2012; Becker, 2018), even in more populous counties like Riverside County, California

and Rennsselaer County, New York (Metz, 2018; Crowe, 2019). And sheriffs can and do directly manipu-

late (that is, depress) their competition; press reports document numerous instances where incumbents have

punished, through demotion or firing, deputies who choose to run against them or support their opponents

(DeWitt, 2002; Starnes, 2010; Gervais, 2011; Greene, 2017; Bowen, 2017; Mukomel, 2017; Clay, 2017; Lerten,
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2018; Austin, 2015; Andrews, 2018).12 Moreover, in many states, employees who work for Sheriff ’s Offices

have to resign in order to run for Sheriff. Foregoing salary like this can be prohibitively expensive and deter

potential challengers (Angel, 2002, 173-174). Presumably, the demonstrated threat of employment loss has a

chilling effect on deputies or other employees who might seek to replace an incumbent Sheriff – a very con-

crete form of challenger “scare-off" (Cox and Katz, 1996; Ban, Llaudet and Snyder Jr, 2016), perhaps more

important for sheriffs than other offices Hall and Snyder (2015) – that advantages incumbents.

8 Institutional Design and Accountability: Comparing Elected Sher-

iffs and Appointed Police Chiefs

While never long or "noted for its serenity" (Williams, 2015), the tenure of police chiefs has become increas-

ingly abrupt and chaotic in recent years. In 2015, nine of the nation’s 30 biggest cities left their jobs. But rapid

turnover of police executives is a problem affecting departments of various big cities (Leovy, 2002; Johnson,

2016) and small towns (Levulis, 2013; Barndollar, 2018; Burgess, 2018) and has long concerned policing schol-

ars (Smith, 1940, 232). Police scholars have interrogated a variety of important institutional factors related to

law enforcement executive tenure, this research has solely analyzed police chiefs, overlooking the fundamen-

tal difference in how policing is administered in the United States between police departments and Sheriff ’s

Offices (Falcone and Wells, 1995). How does the tenure of sheriffs compare with their appointed counterparts?

A natural consequence of incumbent sheriffs continuing to run for re-election and enjoying a large incum-

bency advantage is that officeholders enjoy long tenures. To provide I combine electoral data from counties

12Courts have issued differing opinions on whether these retaliatory actions are constitutionally permissible (Wilburv. Mahan, 1993;
Greenwell v. Parsley, 2008; Nord v. Walsh County, 2014; McCaffrey v. Chapman, 2017) or unconstitutional suppression of 1st Amendment
Rights (Morgan v. Robinson, 2018). Most colorfully, the 7th Circuit concluded in Upton v. Thompson that “the politically active deputy"
who "vociferously campaigns" for the losing candidate "encounters Matthew 26:52: ‘All they that take the sword shall perish with the
sword.’"

Table 1: Published Estimated Tenures of Police Chiefs

Tenure Sample Source

4 years 554 cities (10,000-500,000 people) Smith 1940
4.3 years Iowa Police Chiefs (1950s) Lunden 1958
5.5 years 493 Chiefs (1983) Witham 1995
5.68 Years 117 Police Chiefs Enter 1986
5.5 years 115 Kentucky Chiefs (1989) Tunnell & Gaines 1992
4.9 years Jurisdictions >50,000 people PERF (1997)
5.3 years Nationwide (1970-1993) Maguire 2003
2.5-3 Years Departments >1,000 Officers Leovy 2002
5.1 Years 10 departments (all sizes) Rainguet 2001
3 years Big Cities PERF (Klayman 2015)
4 years Small cities PERF (Klayman 2015)
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Figure 7: Cumulative density of years served in office for 1243 Sheriff officeholders. The vertical dashed line
at 11 years indicates the average.

with at least 30 years of election data with additional data on Sheriff office holding from a book about the

political realignment of the American South (Lublin, 2007) and the Prison Policy Initiative’s report on the 200

largest jails (Clark, 2017). In this augmented officeholding panel of 1243 officeholders, average tenure is 11

years and varied considerably between states (15 years in Massachusetts versus 6.6 years in Delaware).13

Figure 7 illustrates the cumulative density of the tenure of Sheriff officeholders. While 50% serve for 8 years

or less, the data have a pronounced right-skew. The longest officeholder in the panel – Sheriff Cullen Talton

of Houston County, Georgia – served for 48 years.14

Scholars and police organizations provide various estimates for the tenure of chiefs, but none of them come

close the estimated tenure of sheriffs. Smith (1940, 242) first raised the issue of police executive turnover by

noting that El Paso, St. Paul, Detroit, and New York City often averaged more than one chief of police per

year in the 1920s and 1930s and published the first tabulation of police chief tenure at just over 4 years. Since

then, various estimates have emerged, ranging from about 2.5 to 6 years (Table 1). The Major Cities Chiefs

Association reported a tenure of 2.5-3 years (Leovy, 2002) and the Police Executive Research Forum reports

that the tenure of police chiefs in big cities is about 3 years, on average, and about 4 years in smaller cities –

about a year below what their predecessors served (Klayman and Reid, 2015).

13This is, to the best of my knowledge, the first systematic estimate of Sheriff tenure in the scholarly literature. While it is quite high
– and much higher than police chiefs – it is far less than the 24 year tenure for sheriffs that has been quoted (without methodological
details) in some popular press articles in the New Yorker and Atlantic.

14A local newspaper recounts a jocular exchange between Sheriff Cullen and a citizen: “ ‘Sheriff, you know if you retire, what’s going to
happen? ... You’re gonna to die.’ Talton, who’s spent nearly half of his life as sheriff, grinned ear to ear and laughed out loud."
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In other contexts, appointed officials have been shown to stay in office for longer than elected ones; among

Kansas judges, appointees stayed in office for about 14 years, compared to 11 years for elected judges (Lim,

2013, 1366-1367). Why, then, do Sheriff stay in Office for so much longer than police chiefs? The overwhelming

majority of police chiefs do not have an employment contract, and the mayor or city manager who appoints

them can sack them at any time (Rainguet and Dodge, 2001, 269-270). When a Department confronts scandal

– such as a brutality incident or employee squabble – or a personal indiscretion of the chief comes to light –

the mayor frequently terminates the police chief. In recent years, brutality incidents and consequent scandals

have resulted in the firing of police chiefs in Baltimore, Chicago, San Francisco, Minneapolis, and Louisville.

Chuck Wexler of the Police Executive Research Forum explains that firing the police chief is “almost analo-

gous to a struggling football team — you can’t fire the whole team, so you fire the coach. Mayors are making a

statement" (Williams, 2015). But police chiefs are often sacked even in the absence of major scandal (Mahte-

sian, 1997), such as for “lack of confidence" (Tomberlin, 2018, 132) or posting divisive content on social media

(Klayman and Reid, 2015).

While scandal usually results in the termination of the police chief, “ineffectiveness or corruption" is not

the primary reason most police chiefs lose their jobs (Gaines and Worrall, 2011, 176). Instead, most termina-

tions occur following conflict with one of the many competing audiences to which chiefs must cater. Primary

reasons for a change in the chief of police include a change in Mayoral administration, stress/health problems,

retirement, and dismissal (Lunden, 1958; Tunnell and Gaines, 1992; Rainguet and Dodge, 2001). About 25%

of Kentucky chiefs left their jobs for personal reasons and 50% were demoted, forced to resign or retire, or ter-

minated for political reasons (Tunnell and Gaines, 1992). As “intermedaries" between police organizations and

the public (Maguire, 2003, 134), police executives grapple with multiple audiences, demands, and constraints.

Within the department, the power of police chiefs is “severely constrained" by the collective bargaining process

and informal powers of police unions (William, 1984, 27) and the relationship between chiefs and unions has

been deemed a “battle for control of the police agency" (Bouza, 2013, 240). Beyond their department, satisfying

the politicians who appoint them (mayors, city managers, and city councils) constrains and drains many police

chiefs (Benson, 2004). Case studies abound in which mayors disrupt police agency operations “while the police

chief is afraid to intervene for fear of being fired" (Maguire, 2003, 100). Consequently, “Most police chiefs

basically are in a no-win situation" faced with the intractable task of satisfying many different constituents

placing often conflicting demands on police services (Gaines and Worrall, 2011, 176).This is a case of a more

general problem of supervision by multiple principals: chiefs must "contend with uncoordinated and often

conflicting demands" (Moe, 1984, 768) from mayors, police unions, and the public. Scholars conclude that “the

job of the modern police chief is stressful and exhausting" and the high stress levels of the job frequently push

them to quit (Rainguet and Dodge, 2001, 269).
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Sheriffs tend to be insulated from some of these pressures because they do not have any political boss

besides the voter, whose assessment occurs just once every few years. In surveys asking law enforcement

executives about the conditions that might jeopardize their ability to do their job, chiefs and elected sheriffs

report they are equally concerned with maintaining community support, equally concerned about levels of

crime, and spend about equal amounts of time on community relations activities (International Association

of Chiefs of Police, 1976, 104).15 Sheriffs seem to be somewhat less concerned about employee relations than

chiefs (with 24% vs 32% calling it a very serious problem), perhaps because they generally have more discretion

over hiring and firing (McCarty and Dewald, 2017) and are less likely to face a unionized workforce. However,

the biggest difference in the problems faced by chiefs and sheriffs is that chiefs are much more concerned

with political pressure from other government officials, with about 44% of chiefs calling this a very serious

problem compared to 18% of sheriffs (Figure 8). Jim Bueermann, president of the Police Foundation explains

(Greenblatt, 2018) “Police chiefs run for their office every day, in the sense that they’re at-will employees.

You can’t really fire a sheriff.” Barring impeachment or conviction, the only people who can fire a Sheriff are

the voters on election day (Tomberlin, 2018, 130-132). And, as discussed, the Sheriff has many advantages

at his disposal – including personal discretion over resources and employment – that can help him secure

re-election. With elections rarely doing the job, and political supervision off the table, there are few tools left

to hold sheriffs accountable. In coverage of a Sheriff who raided the home of a critical blogger, one reporter

concluded that “Because sheriffs have no direct supervision, criminal prosecution or lawsuits may be the only

checks against those who abuse their power” (Bogdanich and Ashford, 2017).

15“Although elected police chief executives are assessed periodically through the election process, they do not appear to be much different
from nonelected police chief executives in the way they spend their time or in their concern for public support" (International Association
of Chiefs of Police, 1976, 104).
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Figure 8: “Considering those conditions which might jeopardize a police chief executive’s position, which do
you regard as very serious (mark one or more)." Data Source: International Association of Chiefs of Police
(1976)

9 Conclusion

Speaking to the National Sheriffs Association, Attorney General Jeff Sessions gushed that “The independently

elected sheriff has been the people’s protector, who keeps law enforcement close to and accountable to people

through the elective process.” But there is a jarring disconnect between this idyllic vision of the county Sheriff

and its reality. Sheriff Harry Lee, a 30-year bulwark of Louisiana politics, proclaimed: “The sheriff of [Jefferson

Parish] is the closest thing there is to being a king in the U.S. I have no unions, I don’t have civil service, I hire

and fire at will. I don’t have to go to council and propose a budget. I approve the budget. I’m the head of the

law-enforcement district, and the law-enforcement district only has one vote, which is me" (Burnett, 2006).

After Sheriff Lee’s death, Jefferson Parish built a 14 foot bronze statue of him in 2008 (Faciane, 2008). How

did an Office designed to be directly accountable to voters become so imperial?

I have provided some insight into this puzzle through a systematic examination of the electoral envi-

ronment that selects and sanctions sheriffs. Armed with expansive original data spanning more than 5,500

races, this paper provides the first estimate of incumbency advantage in Sheriff elections and, in so doing,

showed that the average tenure for elected sheriffs far exceeds that of their appointed police chief counter-

parts. Sheriffs have considerable discretion in policymaking as they are not monitored by Mayors like other

law enforcement officials, instead being directly accountable to the public through elections. But these elec-

tions are usually not competitive, and incumbent sheriffs appear to be hugely advantaged in them. One

consequence of this arrangement is a higher degree of stability in police leadership, which is by no means a

bad thing given that turnover is expensive and stable leadership can facilitate professionalization and police
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reform (Goldstein, 1977). But gains in stability could be paid for in part by less accountability as it is much

harder to replace a misbehaving Sheriff than a misbehaving police chief (Tomberlin, 2018) and poorly behaving

sheriffs often continue to be re-elected (Schmidt, 1984; Bogdanich and Ashford, 2017). A common critique of

democratic accountability is that it makes elected officials shortsighted by virtue of electoral turnover. But in

this case it is the elected politician Sheriffs – rather than the bureaucratic police chiefs – who are more stable

in their offices. Future scholarship might explore the generality of this result in other contexts: comparing, for

example, appointed and elected superintendents, school boards, and city/county executives to test under what

conditions elections lengthen the tenure of public officials. Moreover, as I have shown, the incumbency ad-

vantage for sheriffs seems to be larger than that of both other local offices, and future work might interrogate

more systematically how the sources and nature of incumbency advantage vary by office (Hall and Snyder,

2015).

Viewed in light of widespread reports of misconduct by elected sheriffs, these results also have some import

for political debates over the institutional design of local law enforcement agencies. Counties and states might

experiment with reforms to Sheriffs Offices that increase transparency and oversight over their budgets to

diminish opportunities for misuse of funds. Voter oversight may be limited by the fact that it is often difficult

to evaluate how incumbent sheriffs are behaving. More generally, local governments (where possible in state

constitutions) might experiment with other institutional arrangement that produce stable but responsive law

enforcement leadership, as police chiefs are often punished for things over which they have no control, while

Sheriffs are often re-elected despite major scandals (Tomberlin, 2018). It may be too easy to fire a police chief

and too difficult to fire a Sheriff.
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Table A1: Sheriff Election Database

State Counties Candidates Elections First Year Last Year
Alabama 1 7 3 2010 2018
Arizona 15 128 72 1964 2016
California 58 579 354 1962 2018
Colorado 1 5 3 2010 2018
Delaware 3 71 39 1970 2018
Florida 5 48 23 1996 2016
Georgia 159 1092 793 2000 2016
Illinois 2 32 16 1958 2018
Iowa 1 9 4 2004 2016
Kansas 6 21 16 2004 2016
Kentucky 108 292 185 2010 2014
Louisiana 64 1370 586 1982 2015
Maine 16 96 64 2004 2018
Maryland 24 159 96 2006 2018
Massachusetts 14 250 154 1962 2016
Michigan 3 24 14 2000 2016
Minnesota 87 648 435 2002 2018
Mississippi 82 600 326 2003 2015
Nebraska 6 27 27 1990 2018
Nevada 17 147 83 2002 2018
New Hampshire 10 140 100 2000 2018
New Jersey 21 194 97 2003 2017
New Mexico 33 331 196 1998 2018
North Carolina 100 504 300 2010 2018
North Dakota 53 235 159 2010 2018
Ohio 88 340 262 2008 2016
Oklahoma 77 231 155 2008 2016
Oregon 4 31 24 1990 2018
Pennsylvania 1 4 2 2011 2015
South Carolina 46 264 185 2002 2018
Tennessee 4 48 24 1990 2018
Texas 9 106 48 1992 2018
Utah 1 7 6 1998 2018
Vermont 14 97 70 2002 2018
Virginia 123 1058 532 2000 2017
Washington 38 190 123 1974 2018
West Virginia 1 4 2 2012 2016
Wisconsin 5 25 18 2002 2018
Wyoming 3 12 8 2010 2018
Total 1303 9426 5604 1958 2018
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